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Farwania Educational Area        First Period 

Ruqia Bint Mohammed Int.School      Grade Nine 

A ) Choose the correct answer from a,b,c and d : 

1- Remas decided to ……………. information on the internet to for her research. 

a )regard b) rush c) seek d) accompany 

2- My dad went to consult a doctor because he suffered a ... pain in the heart. 

a )toxic b) cracked c) constant d) ethnic 

3- Polar bears living in the North Pole are known to .......... human beings and seals. 

a )embark on b) depend on c) Prey on d) appeal to 

4- World leaders are now united in their ............... for peace and stability. 

a )quest b) novelist c) wilderness d) expedition 

5- The expedition took place in the middle of vast ........ of Antarctica. 

a )literature b) wilderness c) catastrophe d) gratitude 

6- The very old house had some ............. walls which need to be rebuilt. 

a )significant b) ethnic c) cracked d) annual 

7- There is always a deep connection and ........ between family members. 

a )wilderness b) bond c) expedition d) novelist 

8- After graduation my elder brother is ........ …..a suitable job that appeals to him. 

a )regarding b) accompanying c) documenting d) seeking 

9- When I go to the toy store, my young children are always happy to ..... me 

a )consist b) document c) accompany d) regard 

 

B ) Do as shown between brackets : 
11- Ghala always ( pack )……………….. her school bag in the evening. 
………………………………………………………………..  ( Correct the verb )  

12- My father travelled to the USA in 2019.                               ( Ask a question ) 

………………………………………………………………. 

13- Fajer wakes up early in the morning during weekends.  ( Change into negative ) 

…………………………………………………………….... 
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A) Fill in the spaces with words from the list : 

influence - reputation - accompanied - documented –regarded 

1-Abdul Rahman Al-Sumait earned a good ....... ………as he helped millions of people  

2-Generations of historians and writ ………….…everything related to the First and 

Second World War . 

3-Pollution has a very bad………………on the environment and people's health. 

4-Tariq Al-Ali is ........................ as one of the best comedy actors in Kuwait. 

B)Choose the correct answer from a,b, and c : 

5-Historian should always ............. everything related to Kuwait's culture and history. 

a

) 

accompany b) rush c) prey d) document 

6-The school library has got ………of books about science, religion and sport. 

a

) 

appreciation b) novelist c) variety d) gratitude 

7-This restaurant has an excellent .... because it serves delicious and healthy food. 

a

) 

catastrophe b) reputation c) literature d) quest 

8-There are .............. differences between the Eastern and Western cultures. 

a

) 

monsoonal b) significant c) annual d) toxic 

9-Messi's ………. is rising as he scores many amazing goals for Barcelona.  

a
) 
popularity b) peninsula c) literature d) Novelist 

 
C ) Do as shown between brackets : 
10- Next week,  I ( go )…..……. to the beach with my family.  ( Correct the beach ) 

…………………………………………………………………………. 

11- Ali is very sick, he is going to see a doctor.                     ( Change into negative ) 

………………………………………………………………………… 

12- I’m going to study medicine in the USA next year.             ( Ask a question ) 

………………………………………………………………………… 

13- My mom will help me with my homework.                        ( Change into negative ) 

……………………………………………………………………….. 
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A ) Choose the correct answer from a,b,c and d : 

1-Kuwait usually helps poor countries………… of their religious beliefs or 

geographic location. 

a) regardless b) obviously c) seriously d) marvelously 

2--The workers complained when their working hours were ……………….…. 

a) documented b) accompanied c) extended d) regarded 

3-Islam keeps the rights of all people in society including ........ groups as well. 

a) annual b) ethnic c) cracked d) constant 

4-Children rarely show any .......... for what their parents do for them. . 

a) reputation b) appreciation c) catastrophe d) literature 

5-She expressed her ......... to all those who had supported her.  

a) gratitude b) novelist c) wilderness d) peninsula 

6-Kuwait always ....... to help and support other countries facing some disasters. 

a) rushes b) regards c) documents d) preys 

B ) Do as shown between brackets : 

7- If we played properly , we (win) the match.                          (Correct the verb) 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

8- If my mum (help) me with homework, I 'd do it quickly.          (Correct the verb) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

9- Titanic is my favourite film. It was made many years ago.       (Join the sentences) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

10- The boy had a car accident. The boy's name is Rashid.         (Join the sentences) 

………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 C ) Choose the correct answer from a,b,c and d : 

11- Salma …………….. won the gold medal is my sister. 

a) who                  b) whose              c) when                d) which 

12- This is the watch……………… I bought yesterday. 

a) who                     b) whose              c) when                d) which 

13- If she got up earlier, she ( catch )…………… the train. 

a) caught                  b) would catch             c) will catch               d) catch 
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 A ) Choose the correct answer from a,b,c and d : 

1- The air we breathe ………….… oxygen, nitrogen, carbon dioxide and vapor. 

a) embarks on b) preys on c) consists of d) depends on 

2- Fashion designers depend on famous people to ......... …their sample dresses. 

a) consist b) showcase c) rush d) regard 

3- ……………… rain is expected to begin in the Arabian Gulf area in January. 

a) Monsoonal b) Cracked c) Toxic d) Ethnic 

4- Fast food meals ........ …….to most people all  due to their delicious taste. 

a) embark b) accompany c) appeal d) document 

5- The Sinai .............. is a desert  between the Red Sea and Mediterranean Sea. 

a) Peninsula b) fusion c) association d) gratitude 

B ) Fill in the spaces with words from the list : 
major - monsoonal - species –habitat -  fusion 

6-The camel's natural........….is the desert, it is used to bad weather conditions. 
7-Kate has been given an opportunity to play a……………………role in a movie. 

8-The………………heavy rain destroyed 200 houses and killed 150 people in India. 

   9- The USA has got a…………………...of cultures and customs due to emigrants. 

 C) Choose the correct answer from a,b,c and d : 

10- Hamad ….. ……………. his school project next week.  

a) does b) doing c) is doing d) did 

11- They ............ the internet to get information today.  

a) are surfing b) am surfing c) surfing d) surfed 
 

12- I .............. along the beach with my mum tomorrow.  

        a)  are walking       b) is walking            c) am walking          d) were walking 

13- Sara ................. homework when mum called her.  

      a) is doing b) was doing c) did d) were doing 

14- Fawaz ………………… the accident while he was walking in the street. 

      a) see b) is seeing c) saw d) sees 

15- While the pupils …………………. , they heard a scream.  

    a) playing b) was playing c) play d) were playing 
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A ) Choose the correct answer from a,b,c and d : 

1- The dogs .................. after being held for hours in a vehicle that lacked oxygen. 

a) consisted b) suffocated c) regarded d) documented 

2- Solar energy and wind power are becoming popular as alternatives to ……………. 

a) peninsulas b) habitats c) fossil fuels d) species 

3- Many of the victims either burnt to death or ......... from smoke.  

a) showcased b) consisted c) suffocated d) documented 

4- Sulphur dioxide is a .............. and a major contributor to acid rain.  

a) pollutant b) peninsula c) reputation d) popularity 

5- Fawaz is preparing his luggage .He .................. wants to travel somewhere. 

a) obviously b) marvelously c) regardless d) devotedly 

6- Japan's economy .................. on industry and electronic trade.  

a) suffocates b) depends c) rushes d) showcases 

7- Trees and plants are useful as they absorb carbon dioxide and ... oxygen. 

a) prey b) regard c) emit d) document 

B ) Do as shown between brackets : 
8- Chimneys emit a lot of smoke into the air.                        (Change into passive ) 
………………………………………………………………… 

9- In the past, people overused natural resources.                   (Change into passive ) 

………………………………………………………………… 

10- Scientists are exploring new sources of energy.                 (Change into passive ) 

………………………………………………………………. 

11- She was drawing a picture of her house.                             (Change into passive )  

………………………………………………………………. 

12- Satellites can track storms all over the globe.                    (Change into passive )  

……………………………………………………………… 

13- Fahad will fly a plane after much training.                       (Change into passive ) 

…………………………………………………………….               
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B- Writing  

 “ Helping others can be a cure not just for those who are in need, but for your soul as 

well  “ 

Plan and write an e-mail of two paragraphs (not less than 12 sentences) to your 

friend about “ the ways you can volunteer in your community and what benefits 

you and the community get from volunteering “ 

*Your writing should include a topic sentence, supporting details and a conclusion. 

 

      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Paragraph 1

…………………………

Paragraph 2

…………………………
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2120/2022العام الدراسي    

 وزارة التربية    الفترة الدراسيةا ألولى اختبار

      التعليمية ةانيرومنطقة الف     المجال : اللغة اإلنجليزية  

 التوجيه الفني للغة اإلنجليزية            الصف التاسع

                                                                               ساعتينالزمن :     صفحات( 6االختبار في )
 

 

االمالء ( -التعبير  –القواعد  –االستيعاب المقروء  –) المفردات  
          

Total Mark (60 Marks) 

I- Reading 30 Ms 

 

A-Vocabulary ( 14 Ms )                                                                                                                     

A) Choose the correct  answer  from a, b, c and d: (4X2  = 8 Ms)     

1.  Chimneys emit a lot of smoke and .................................... into the air. 

  a) novelists              b ) species                   c) pollutants          d) popularities 

  

2. Jules Verne was…………… as the father of science fiction. 

 a) consisted               b) regarded                  c) emitted            d) accompanied  

3. Smoking cigarettes is one of the .................................. causes of cancer. 

  a) major                  b ) monsoonal              c) cracked             d) ethnic 

4. A large number of people were ............................ affected by the earthquake. 

 a) devotedly         b ) regardless    c) marvelously    d) seriously 

B) Fill in the spaces with  the suitable word(s) from the list: (4X1½ = 6 Ms) 

ethnic - seek – rush – monsoonal –  significant – expeditions 

5.  There is no need to………………………… , we have plenty of time. 

6. Penicillin was an extremely………………..medical discovery in the 20th century. 

7. Everybody has the right to……………….. happiness. 

8. The U.S. has a variety of ……………….. groups made up of immigrants and native     

Americans. 
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 اختبار الصف التاسع                الفترة الدراسية الثانية              2021 / 2022             الصفحة رقم )2(

B- Reading Comprehension ( 16 Ms ) 

-Read the following passage carefully, then answer the questions below: 

 

    Rainbows are often seen when the sun comes out after or during a 

rainstorm. Rainbows are caused when sunlight shines through drops of water in the 

sky at specific angles. When white sunlight enters a raindrop, it exits a different 

color. 

When light exits lots of different raindrops at different angles, it produces the red, 

orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo, and purple that you see in a rainbow. Together, 

these colors are known as the spectrum. These colors can sometimes be seen in 

waterfalls and fountains as well. The view of the rainbow in the sky is very 

spectacular and amazing. Rainbows can be full circles. However, the observer 

normally sees only an arc formed by illuminated droplets above the ground, and 

centered on a line from the sun to the observer's eye.  

 

Did you know that there are double rainbows? In a double rainbow, light 

reflects twice inside water droplets and forms two arcs. In most double rainbows, the 

colors of the top arc are opposite from those in the bottom arc. In other words, the 

order of colors starts with purple on top and ends with the red on bottom. 

 

In addition, rainbows sometimes appear as white arcs at night. These 

rainbows are called moonbows and are so rare that very few people will ever see one. 

Moonbows are caused by moonlight (rather than sunlight) shining through drops of 

water. 

A) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: (6x2 = 12 Ms)  

 9) The best title for this passage is ………………………… 

a) beautiful sky        b) beautiful fountains   c) beautiful rainbow d) beautiful water 

 

10) The word "spectacular" in (line 8 ) means ……………………….. 

d) popular       c) familiar   b) fearful      a) amazing                    
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 اختبار الصف التاسع                الفترة الدراسية الثانية              2021 / 2022             الصفحة رقم )3(

11. The underlined pronoun " it " in (line 4 ) refers to …………………….. 

 d) airdrop                    c) sunlight    b) angle         a) color              

12. Light in double rainbows forms ………………… 

      a) two droplets              b) two arcs         c) two colours    d) two moons 

           13.   All the following statements are true except for :…………………..  

     a) There are eight colours in a rainbow           b) Rainbows can be full circles     

    c) Moon bows are night rainbows                    d) The colours start with purple 

14. purpose of the writer is to …………………. 

a) Persuade us to make rainbows                   b) Explain how rainbows are formed   

c) Entertain us and make fun                          d) Give us information about rain 

B) Answer the following questions: (2x2 = 4 Ms) 

15.  When are rainbows often seen? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

16.   Which colour comes after the yellow in a rainbow? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………. 
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II Writing (30 Ms ) 

A- Grammar (14Ms)                                        

A) Choose the correct  answer  from a, b, c and d: (4X2  = 8 Ms) 

17. It is very cloudy, I think it (rain) …………………. Heavily. 

     a) is going to rain            b) rains                           c) is going to rain       d) rained 

18. They ( play )………………… hide and seek when the light went out.  

     a) played                         b) were playing                c) will play                d) plays 

19.The doctor…………….. house was on fire, lives next door. 

     a)  which                         b) when                            c) who                        d) whose 

20. Long time ago, Dinasours  ( live )……………….. on earth. 

     a) lived                           b) will live                         c) living                    d) have lived 

   B) Choose the correct answer as required: (3X2  = 6 Ms) 

 

  21. Sara wears a new dress for the wedding party.              (Ask a question ) 

…………………………………………………………………………….. 

  22. I (ask) you if I needed any help.                                   (Correct the verb )  

……………………………………………………………………………... 

 

  23. Ahmed is translating the e-mail into Arabic.                     (Change into passive ) 

…………………………………………………………………………….. 
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B- Writing ( 16 marks ) 

 

 “ Our environment is suffering a lot because of man's actions “ 

Plan and write a composition of two paragraphs (not less than 12 sentences) about “ pollution 

showing the causes of pollution and how to overcome this problem “.*Your writing should 

include a topic sentence, supporting details and a conclusion. 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Paragraph 1

…………………………

Paragraph 2

…………………………

Paragraph 1

…………………………

Paragraph 2

…………………………

Paragraph 1

…………………………

Paragraph 2

…………………………

Paragraph 1

…………………………

Paragraph 2

…………………………

Paragraph 1

…………………………

Paragraph 2

…………………………

Paragraph 1

…………………………

Paragraph 2

…………………………
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………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

Rubrics Mark Student’s 

mark 

Total 

Planning ( graphic organizer/ mind mapping/outline) 2   

 

 

 

 

______ 

16 

Exposition of ideas and coherence 7  

Paragraphing and number of sentences 2  

Spelling 2    

Handwriting  1  

punctuation 1  

2 marks to be deducted from the total mark for 

changing the format. 

  

Off point planning / topics receive zero.   

 


